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INTB.OJ'.>UCTION 
Since the beginning of the 20th Century, it has been accepted that 
conti11uous intensive cultivaticln causes a substantial loss in organic 
matter which precedes a detericration,of the structural properties of 
the soil. It has been suggestei that·structural deterioration, u well 
as nutrient depletion, are responsible for yield reduction under con• 
tinuous culti_vation. Today·, it is widely accepted that continuous in ... 
ten~ive cultivation will result in a structural breakdown, a decrease 
in organic matter, macro .. porosity and infiltratic;,n. 
,) 
With the present trend toward a more mechanized and intensive 
agriculture, a better understanding of theproce•ses involved in the 
formation, stability and deterioration of soil structure is of prime 
importance. The objectives of this study were: 
1. To study the effects of 4Q years of continuous cotton cultiva-
tion on a Kirkland silt loam field as compared to a non-cultivated area 
of the same soil type. 
2. To evaluate the effect of organic matter, nitrogen; per cent 
sand, silt and clay, exchange capacity and exchangeable calcium, magne-
sium., potassium and sodium. on the stability of the soil aggregates. 
3. To examine a new method of evaluating the aggregate stability 
of a soil. 
l 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE. 
A. favorable soil 1tructure h•• long bfl\en. recegnized ai one of the 
foundations of crop production. The use ef barnyard manure, green 
manure, crop residues and the inclusion of grasses and legumes in a 
rotation all stem from the.farmer'• ebservatioa that these practices 
might imprsve the physical condition of the soil and. increase yield • 
. Soil structure has been defined in many ways. Lyon, B~ckman and 
Brady (28)1 state "structure is stiictly a field term descriptiv~ of 
the gros, ovet..:all aggregation. or arrangement of the sQil solids." 
Baver (7) defines soil structure as ·11the arrangement of the primary 
and secondary particles into a certain ·structural pattern." Page (37) 
st.ates "toil structure ii the -.rrange.nt ~f soil particles." It is of 
importance to mention that in spite of the importance of soil structure, 
its definition is general and vague. 
Yoder (54) descri~es an ideal soil •trueture aa one which will re• 
.. 
sult ing 
1. Minimum resistance to root penetration. 
2. Free intake and moderate retention .of rain ·or irriga.tion water. 
. . 
3. Optb,um soil ,dr.and moderate gaaeou, excha*'ge. 
. . ·._ .. . ,•. . . 
4. Minimum competition between .til;'.&nd water f,r occupancy of the 
soil per, space. 
1 Figures in parenthesis refer to 11Li.terature Cited." 
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Bradfield (10) argues that an id~al ;tructure ii formed under grass 
vegetation. He maintains that an ideal structur@ has two systems of seil 
pore space. Micro~capillary pere1 within the aggregates and macro-non-
capillary pore1 between the aggregates. A soil aggregate is defined by 
Page (36, 37) as 11a cluster of soil particles held together more Ot'. leas 
fooisely but wU:h sufficient strength so it behaves in the soil as a unit." 
Bradfield'.:; sy;gtem will reilult in rapid water in.take approaching that of 
sa:nd b~twee:n the aggregates and a high water holding capacity Q,ppro:i.ching 
that of clay within the aggregates. The most impQrtant characteri$t1c 
which a good structure imparts to the soil is the extra UM1.cro-pores. 
Page (36,37) discuss~d the favorable porosity in a well aggregat@d $Oil 
and concluded that aggregation which re1ult in larger soil units will 
provide better aeration and drainage threugh improvement of the macro-
p@t'(llliility. 
The Formation of Aggregates 
Aggregates in the soil an formed by two natural processes: (a) 
clumping t<Cllgether of the ioil primary particles; and (b) fracture of lar~ 
ger masses of soil into agiregates. Yodir (54), Baver (7)_, Ji'age .(~~,37)._ 
and others agree that the most important processes leading to the forma-
ti@n of soil aggregates ar~; 
The action. 2f plant roots~Bradfield (10) maintains that numerous 
roots in the soil tend to separate it in~o ~llll'llps which are compressed 
due to the penetration and growth of the root,. Each root is a center of 
water removal from the soil and.thus causes localized shrinking and com~ 
pression which further breaks the soil down into aggregates. Decaying 
roots are claimed to encourage microorganism •etivity en the 1urface of 
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the s0>il aggregate. 'I'hi.3 a.ctivity produc~s micri'JJlrlal by~products which 
act as cementing miat.eridl:S t-, he1ld the aggregne t,.,gether as a unit. 
[reezi!I:£ :!El.~. _!;h1:.twing,.,Ba.V\\';!' en a.nd Chepil (16) state that uneven 
voiltru!tlle and preuure changes caused by the formation of ice tend to break 
th® soil m.as:s diOJwn into snialhr aggrogates. The <1ggregates formed remain 
.as eep~:r~te tm,it\B, becli!.uwe th@ cohliloion fercei'l b~tween the clay particles 
within the &.ggreg1at~ are the force;rJ acting between the agg~ 
r~gatei. Chepil (16) :r~p01rts that if the soil is too d:ry ol" too wet l\i<t,l 
breakdown ae a. re~ult of freezing will occur. He lil.lio ch.:b1ui ti:utt r!ii:pid 
freezing will fom sm.d.1 ice cryttah which will caute ~xce:$s::hr~ br~.:ik~ 
d{l;'iim of :l?Q)il aggregate~. 
Wetting_~ !!F.zing=Shrinking and swelling of the 8Qil will result 
in cr.acking and bre~kdown of the soil mass. Page (36, 37) ch.im~ th.at 
clay swelling, which is caused by the adsorption of water molecule, on 
the day surface;, will weaken the cohesive forces he tween soil particlH 
and aid in the s~il breakdown. Yoder (55) observed that a wetting front 
c~mpre$sed the air trapped in soil masses and cauaed miniature localized 
~xpfosiio,ns and a further breakdo·wn of the soil. 
Flocculation tl ~ !!!l colloids~The place of flocculation in the 
formation of ~oil aggregates has been much debated. The idea that floc-
culation is important in aggregate formation was deduced from the observa~ 
tion that some highly aggregated soils had a high calcium content. Since 
calcium salts will flGceulate clay suspensions, it was inferred that floc-
culation was an impertant process in aggregation. Baver (4) reported no 
difference in the physical properties of a hydrogen or calcium saturated 
s~il, Bradfield (11) maintains that flocculation favors aggregation by 
immobilizing the clay particles. Lutz (30), Baver (4,7) and Robinson and 
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Page. (1+5) :repc:net th,at hydrcgen sat:u:ri1ted soib were as weU aggregated 
a1 calciu~ saturated soils. Feel (40) added various amounts of calcium 
salts to a soil and reported no increase or decrease in aggregation. 
Lutz (30) reported that the cl~y of a Davidson soil was flocculated ir-
respective of the c~ti~n on the exchange complex. Page (36,37) main-
tiifned th~t in illllOlit soils the clay was t'!.a.turally flocculated by either 
h:y0drog®n, calcium,1. Qlr organic iubstancH while aggregation varied quite 
widely. He believed that flocculation was not importartt in the £0:t'iM,t:Lon 
of s©Jil aggregates. However, it has been nQ!ted that in alkali soils the 
ch.y :i,l!l dbp,l!rsed and a prerequisite tc &ggregation in such scils is the 
fl(();c,culat:ton of soil colloid$! (7);36,37). Russell(46) maintained that 
the analogy drawn between the flocculation of clay· suspensions and aggQ 
regate f<!:n.,naUolln in the soil was invalid. Flocculation occurred only 
when the electrokinetic potential of the clay particle was low (low dh~ 
s~ciation of cations) while for the formation of the aggregate a high 
electrokinetic potential and a high dissociatien of the cations was needed. 
The place 2f clay ~ the formation of !2!!. aggregates-The clay frac~ 
Uoll:11. of the soil controls to a large degree its physical and chemical pro-
perties. A soil of low clay content will usually result in a favorable 
p~r~sity but a poor nutrient supplying power. A soil high in clay will 
maintain a high nutrient supplying power, however, the structure and 
porosity of this soil will depend on the arrangement of the soil particles. 
Many investigators (7~36,37,46,49) note the importance of clay in the 
fot'lmAtion of soil aggregates. Baver (5) analyzed 77 different soils and 
r~p~rted a high correlatiGn between clay content and aggregation. Hide 
and Metzger (20) reported a higher clay content in well aggregated soils 
as comr,pared to the ~ame s~il in a poorly aggregated condition. Garey (18) 
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found a higher clay content in the aggregates than in the whole soil and 
' ' 
he postulated that the clay is import:antin the aggregation proceu. It 
h~s been postulated that clay participate• in the formation of aggregates 
in three ways~ 
1. The linkage of clay particles by water dipoles or bridging by 
different cations was originally advanced by Ruueli.(46). He 
claimed that eince the water molecule1 were polar they would 
orient thell1llH1V(Ul betw,,en the surfaca of the clay particle and 
the eationt in t~e diffuse ~ouble layer. The po1itive end of 
the water molecule wcnild or.ient 'ttself ta the negative charge 
oiin the clay surface, the negative'endtow.a.rdlil the poi!ilitive 
charge of a cation i,n the dtffu,e double layer. Russel claimed 
that some of the cation• would share th~ water molecules which 
envelop them with two adjacent clay particles, thus forming a 
linkage system. This linkage 1ystem can. be roughly deecribed 
H; clay particll' = H20 moleeuie ;,, cation - R20 r.t1olacule ~ 
clay particle. Thie mechanism seems \to be important under moiet 
conditione. However, it is questionable in accounting for the 
forces holding the aigreg-.tes together in the dry state. 
2. Cohe1ive forces betw~en the clay particles. 
3. Linkage of clay particl«• by: long polar organic liquids. 
The Stability of Soil Structure 
Once the structural units are formed in the 1oil, they would rapidly 
disappear if they were not a table. Thus/ the stable soil aggre ... 
gat~s are th~se which will stay on a set of sieve• after 30 minutes of 
sieving in water. 
Effect-2!, organic matter ... The importance of organic matter in the 
stability of soil structure is generally.agreed upon. Robinson and Page 
(45) removed the organic matter from a Brookston soil and mea1ured aggre"' 
gate stability. They reported a high reduction in the stability of aggre-
gates wh~n organic matter was removed a1 cGmpared to the undisturbed soil. 
Garey (18) collected the stable aggregate• attained by wet sieving and 
ccmpare4 their properties with that of the whole soil. He reported higher 
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Baver (5) reported that eorg1.u1.ic matter content of 17 soils was highly 
ccn::rela.ted with the stable aggregates. This wa,s especially true when 
the clg.y c@ntent wasi low. Baver and Harper (6} found a close correla~ 
tion betwe~n organic matter and stable .aggregates in desert soils from , 
the $Oil aggregates a~e repo~ted in the literature~ 
l. The btinding of soil particles by fungi ~nd bacteria is ll. 
subject of much interut. Martin and Waksman (33) ..it1d 
~:rtin (31) :report that ba.cteda.l celh and fungi m:ycelia 
a.re ilmlportant materials in the binding of the soil p,arti~ 
cle5l, Ma:t>tin reports that 50% of the aggregation effect 
of fungi was due to physical effect of the ruycelium and 
the other 50% was due to substances other than the cell 
wall produced by the fungi. With bacteria, however.; the 
results were different, only 20% of the aggregation effect 
was due to the bacterial cells, while 80% was a result of 
other cellular materials produced by the bacteria, P~ge 
(37) argue$ that the importance of the fungi and bacteria 
themselves as materials capable of stabilizing aggregates 
has been overemphasized, He points out that claims for 
the effect of m.icroorganisms on aggregation were achieved 
in the laboratory with an abundant microbial food supply 
and without competition from other organisms, and it was 
questionable that these conditions existed in the field. 
2, The cementing or linkage of soil particles by polar long 
chain organic molecules has been discussed by many workers. 
The actual manner i~ which organic materials promote a 
stable structure is not understood. Myers (35) claims that 
orgimic substances are adsorbed on the clay surf aces as a 
result of the polarity of the humic cw:mpounds, thus forming 
linkages between clay particle11o Sideri (49) suggested a 
similar hypothesis. He maintains that the humic substances 
a:re adsorbed on the clay particles through a process of 
orientation of the organic molecules. Peterson (43) reports 
that large amounts o,f polyuronides are found in the soil 
organiic m.a,tter and cm the outer layers of plant root hairs. 
He maintaini1 that the polyuronides are important in cementing 
the clay particles. Peterson suggests a linkage between 
polar ~~lyuronides, calcium cations, and the clay particles 
as roughly as: clay= calcium~ pectin= calcium - clay. 
Baver O) ql.llotei Geogbegai who suggests that the hydroxyl 
gro~p produces the linkage between the clay and the poly~ 
ur@nidel!. Martini. 02) 'reports that polys.t.ccharidee pro= 
duc~d by bacteria are effective in aggregate stability. 
He claim.s that th:h effect is sh~rt lived since these mater= 
ids are d~:&Jt:r(llye& by. soil 11;1i,t::l'l(JJtCl1::ganism12, R.obineion and 
Pli!.ge (45) conduded that the o,11:ganic m£tedah associated 
with the clay were largely responsible for aggregate stabil= 
ity. P2ge (36,37) maintain~ that the im~ortance of these 
proposed mech.a.nL~ms w,u ove:t:el(r,1phasized. 
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the cohesive forces between the clay particles and the larger fracti~ns 
between oidented clay plates. Page. states that thl!se cohesive forces in 
and stability. When the clay particles are in close contact and the numQ 
ber of poinU of c@nt,mct between parti.cles is large, the cohesive forcea 
are at their maximUlllll. This effect is observed in dried puddled clays 
and the result is a very hard mass which is unfavorable for plant growth. 
Under field conditions, without excessive cultivation, the clay particles 
are ran,dcmly arranged and the 1!.1lttm.ber of points @f contact are low~ this 
re$ults in a sm.aU cohesive force. Water molecules and organic substances 
ad21oirbed on the clay surfaces will further reduce the cohesive farce be= 
tween the clay particle!S, This is probably due to loss of surface energy 
of the clay particles. The reduction of the cohesive forces will create 
a favorable field ~f force for the formation of stable aggregates. Page 
~laimms that the r@le of the organic polar compounds is twofoldg 
1. To weaken the potetttially strong cohesive forces between clay 
particles, thu~ permitting the formation of aggregate~. 
'\ 
2. To link clay particles together through mutual adsorption of 
Ih!, place 2£. adsCilrbed cations in ~ formation ~ 1tability 2£. 
SJtructurie-AHumming that the theory advanced by P~ge (36,37) and discuHed 
in the preceding chapter is the most 2ccurate, adsorbed cation• should be 
il!lill/?~~tant in aggregation. From his theo:ry, it is easy to deduce that the 
kind of cation~ ad~~r.bed in the diff~se double l~yer and their charge will 
tend to affect, t© a considerable degree, th6 surface energy and th~ 
attraction between the clay particle~ is greatly affected. B~v~r (5) 
a~alyzed 17 different $©ils but found no correlation between aggreg~te 
. .. 1 
stability and calcil.lll.tn level. Aldric~ (3) ;reports no effect of magnesium 
level en aggregate stability. . He ab,o reports, depending on the aoiil ~ 
time aggregate stability might er might not be affected by the potaHium 
level. Thill was obeened by Reeve and Bower (44). Aldrich found that 
:incre.Q.lling the sodium content would reduc,e aggregate stability and that 
the llBllle effect wae caused by excesi ~ime. McHenry and Russell (34) worked 
with puddled materials and they reported that s.odium additions greatly in= 
creaeied the stab:iU.;y @f aggregates., Hide and Metzger (20) reported a 
higher exchange capacity in stable aggregat~s, but explained it ae a re= 
sult of higher clay ccintent. Garey (18) separated the stable aggregates 
and CO>l!lilpared their properties with those of the whole soil. He found that 
the larger aggreg~tet had a lower exchange capacity than the whole soil. 
Myers (35) reported a higher pe:i;centage of stable aggregates in hydrogen 
saturated soil tha~ in a calcium. saturated soil. The results obtained 
by R@bi~a~n and Page (45) agree with those obtained by other workers (3, 
30,35). Lut~ {29) rep~rted a high correlation between free iron and ag= 
10 
gregate stability in lateritic soils. He claimed that the free iron in 
solution ac:ts ~s a fbicculating agent, while the colloidal iren acts a.s 
The Disintegration of Soil Structure 
Opp©Jeing the prr@c«HHle which are assumed to build up the seil struc-
tur~ ~r~ natural fo~ces and.prccessee ~hich tend t~ destroy the soil 
structure. Aldei:rfet> and Merkle (1) list most of the processes respon"' 
~ible f@r the destruction of soil &tructure: 
1. Impact of beating rain. 
2. Shearing and polishing action·of cultivation implements. 
3. Compac Ucn by machinery, 0animals a:nd man. 
4. Ab$ence of Grganic re.lidues. . . 
5. Leaching of soluble salts and ccn1sequent deflocculation. 
Agronomic Practice• and S~ructural Stability 
. . . ' . . 
Th• effect of continuous cultivation 2!. structural stability-Jenny 
~ . . . '. . . 
(22) reported that 40 years of ccmtinuou~· c~ltivation of corn in Missouri 
caused a 38% decrease in organic matter, a 35% decrease in nitrogen, 33% 
decrealle of exchangeable bases, 28% decre,se.in sand and 39% decrease in 
cll.ay asi compared to a virgin prairie soil. Laws and Evans (27) reported 
that a ~ouston black clay after 50 to 90 years of continuous cultivation 
~howed a marked decrease in organic matter and nitrogen a1 compared to 
the virgin soil. They also rep<>rted a much higher percentage of large 
stable i$gregates in the virgin soil ;han in the cultivated one. Browning 
(13) reported a decrease in organic matter from 3.5% to 2.0% as a result 
of cont.inulClue cultivat:ilCln. · A reduction irLorganic matter, nitrogen and 
11 
at ble aggregates has also b en reported (l s2,l.4,1.9,23,25,51,S3). 
Crop r ot tion ~ !1SSregate, st!;!>ili.!:.x_-Van B .. vel and Schaller (52) 
reported t hat the stable aggregates were tt-tice as high in a soil cropped 
to corn in a corn=oats-meadow rotation as compared to the same soil under 
continuous c r n . Agg egace stability dropped rapidly when continuous 
ccrn f ollowed sod crops and increased when croppirtg was changed from 
con nuous corn to a corn rotation. They reported that a corn-oats• 
me dow rotation howed a slight insignificant decrease in crrganic matter 
and that 11 years of alfalfa or bluegrass maintained the most stable 
s t ructure. Johnston!!:..~. (23) reported a decrease in stable aggregates 
s a re ult of cropping systems in the order of: bluegrass, clover-oat ·-
corn rotation, and continuous corn . Alderfer and Merkle (2) found a 
hi h:irag ~ g~te stability in a soil cropped to sod . Giah and Browning 
(1~) lite the order of aggregate stability under cropping systems a 
El egraas, rotation meadow, rotation corn, and continuous corn. Thus, 
it eems that there is a general agreement among the investigators that 
cont nuouc culti.vation wi 1 result in a considerable reduction of the s tability 
of aggt·e.gation. Sod crops and crop rotation would increase the aggregate 
s t ability or maint; in it on a favorable level. 
~~ applic_ation ~ aggregate stabilitx_-There is general agree -
~ent as to the value of manure application in maintaining and improving 
aggregate stability. It should be mentioned though that most of the work 
reported has been from the northeast or north central parts of the United 
Stats . Sever l workers (l,2,8,12,17,26,47,S3) report a highly signif -
icant in~rea e in aggregate stability with manure application. Bertram-
B01!t nd Rho de (9) reported that in Nebraska manure application had no 
effect on aggregate stability. It ought to be said that too much atten-
t:ion has been given to the kind of plants grown atKi not enough on. type 
nu1mbers of c:ultiv;;,.tion, 
In gpite of a volu~inous literature, the mechanisms that lead to 
gocd soil structure are still unknown. This is partly due to the var-
iability of the manifestation of structure fol"!t1ati.on and stability on 
different soils. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
The soil studied was a Kirkland silt loam which belongs to the Red 
Prairie oil group. A detailed description of the soil profiles near 
the Bite sampled is given i n the Appendix. 
Samples were taken from two sites: 
Si te l - Kirkland silt loam in pertn8;nent grass vegetation was lo-
cated sout h of the Stillwater Municipal Airport buildings . The site 
was covered with tall prairi e grasses, ltttle bluestem, some big blue-
stem, s~itchgra s, nd dropseeds . Bulk samples were taken with a spade 
from two locations about 30 feet apart. The samples were t aken at two 
depths, 0 to 6 inches and 6 to 12 inches. These two locations will be 
called "Plot A" and ''Plot B", respectively. 
Si te II - The econd site was on the Agronomy Research Farm and 
samples were taken from the western half of series 4100. The western 
hal f of series 4100 has been under continuous cotton cultivation since 
1916 . Two treatment were s elected, plots 4 and 7, which were check 
plots and did not receive any treatment except that the cotton residues 
were plowed down every year. This treatment will be called from now on 
11continuou11 cot ton". The second treatment selected was on plots 2 and 
8 which had received manut·e applications of 5 tons per acre every three 
years . This treatment will be referred to ;as "continuous cotton plus 
manure", Two location were sampled from each plot and at two depths, 
0 to 6 inches and 6 t o 12 inches . The samples from the two locations 
~nd f row. each depth were mixed into a composite sample to represent t he 
13 
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OJraitory and air dried. The dr d·ried sa:mples were crushed with a wooden 
:t'f(l)ller to pass a. 4=mm<$ash sieve, mixed and stored in 2~ gallon ice cream 
c:.Y?l:rton:\ll, The;/;e st1mples will be referred to as the "stock samples 11 • For 
che1'ltlc:<l:'.l analysis. the :sto,ck samples were further crushed to pass a 20= 
mesh sh1v~ &'lS :re,quired, Ea<eh test: was run in duplicate to serve as a 
by Y©ider (55) w,iasi used, The samples were wetted under a vacuum of 
were refil.',tived from each sieve with the aid of a jet of water, oven dr:i.ed, 
weighed and stored for further analysis. The s::i,eves used were 5 inc.hes 
in di.amete'!c with the following screen openings: 
screen mesh 10 20 40 60 140 -· ,~ -,..;-~,;.ae.;,,_,~~-=.;;;._--....,;;;;.;;.. ___ .,...__ , _ _;. ______ _.;....;. ____ ~ 
2.00 0,84 0.42 0.25 0,10 
In addition to wet sieving~ the samples were also dry sieved. The 
size of the sieve opening correspond to those used in the wet sieving, 
shakerl i.'md were shaken for 6 minutes, Each size fraction of the dry 
aggregates w~s weighed and stored in~ gallon ice cream cartons for 
PaxtJLclL® size distribution was determined by the pipette method 
e1:rnentially as suggested by ,Jennings ~ al. (21) and by Kilmer and 
, e~cept that organic matter was not removed prior to the 
test. C~rrections fo~ temperature were interpreted from the nomographs 
l Ce!ilc,o=Me:iznerr sieve shaker manufactured by the Central Scientific 
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published by Tanner and Jackson (50). A constant temperature bath, a 
25 milliliter automatic pipette and an automatic depth gauge were used. 
Organic matter was determiried by the wet combustion method, accord-
ing to Schollenberger (48). 
Total nitrogen was measured by a modified Kjeldal method, su8gested 
by Harpetl, 
Exchange capacity was determined by the ammonium acetate method as 
recomm.ended by Peech ~ al. (39). The aumonium acetate leachates were 
analyzed f or exchangeable calcium, magnesium, pota simn and sodium with 
~he Beckman model D. U. flame spectrophotometer with a photomultiplier 
at achment, The fuel gases were hydrogen and oxygen2. 
Permeability tests were run in the laboratory on bulk samples and 
on dry-sieved aggreg tes by the method described below: 
Glass cylinders 4 . 6 cm I .D. (ins.ide diameter) by 30.4 cm in length 
were stoppererl. with rubber stoppers fitted with small glass tubes for 
drains. A 40-mesh wire gauze was then placed in the tube directly above 
the rubber stopper and a layer of 20-mesh white silica sand was layered 
over the gauze . Two hundred grams of the soil to be tested were poured 
into the cylinder and the cylinder was then dropped a distance of one 
inch ten tirees. Distilled water was introduced into the cylinder and 
ll!li\tilntained at a constant head of 16.5 cm. The water that percolated 
through the sample was col lected into a graduated cylinder and the .volume 
of the percolate was determined at 2, 5, and 10 minute intervals. 
1 H. J. Harper, Methods for the analysis of soil and plant materials, 
Soils L boratory, Oklahoma State University , 1948. 
2 Anomymous, Methods f or the analysis of soil and plant materials, 
Soil Laboratory, Oklahoma State University, 1956, (Unpublished). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Effects of Treatments on the Properties of the 
Sc,il as a Whole 
The effect of soil treatments on .!iggrega.te stability is given in 
Table L These results indicate a. considerable difference in the per 
TABLE I 
EFFECTS OF TREATMENTS ON AGGREGATE STABILITY 
~"',-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,-~~~~.~~~~.-
Replications " % 1!,,able _ aggregate above O, 25 mm. in diameter 
~rass Cotton Co~Manure 
Rep. I 54.8 28.6 28.0 
56.5 28.4 29. 2 
t:,,nrnt of stable .agg:regates above O, 25 mm. between the grass and the con-
tinuous cottQln plots. The sammples from the grass plots were almost twice 
~s high in wate.ir :st~ble agg1reg.ate:s as compared to the samples from the 
continuous cotton plots. A study of the distribution of stable aggregates 
(s~e Appendix,TableXIII)from the grass plots showed that 38% of the ag-
gregates were larger than 0.42 mm. in size, while only 10.5% of the ag-
gregates from the cotton plots were above this size. This demonstrates 
th.\il\t the soil under grass cover would have a much more favorable macro-
por.n:»sity than the :soil under continuous cotton. 
There w~s no diff~rence in the per cent of stable aggregates between 
ith@ contilf.uous cotton plots and the cont:i.nuous cotton plus manure plots. 
16 
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as compared to other experiments (5 T/A ev~ry three years). Under the 
farming systems practiced in Oklahoma, it is doubtful if farmers could 
spply higher r2tes of manure than the one used in this experiment. The 
hot and r~l~tively wet sumnm~rs result in a rapid decomposition of the 
~rganic m~tter 9 thus r~duci~g its effectiveness. The results reported 
Forty yeil.rs of continuous cultivation of cotton reduced the per cent 
of ~ ts1ible aggregate;!! siboive O. 25 mm. by 50% and these above O. 42 !I'm, by 
75%. Mainure applic8J.ti@ns were not effective in checking this reduction. 
The effect of the three soil treatments on the organic matter and 
nitr~g~n content of the whole soil is given in Table II. The organic 
TABLE II 
EFFECT OF SOIL TREATMENTS ON ORGANIC MATTER AND NITROGEN 
Anailysis ReplicatiiQlns Soil Treatments 
G:rass C!5,tton Cotton f m,anure 
% Rep. I 3.16 1.16 1.36 
Orgamk 
Matter Rep. II 2.99 Ll8 1. 23 ~--~---·~ 
aiv. 3.075 Ll7 1.295 
% Rep. I o. 139 0.070 0.067 
Nitrogen 
Rep. II 0.138 0.065 0.068 
ai.v. 0.1385 0.0675 0.0675 
m,e.t:ter content of the soil, measured by the wet combustion method, was 
.dmrQ!st; thr~e times high~r in the grass plot soils than the continuous 
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cotton and the nitrogen level of the soil was two times higher in the 
If the aasUllllilption i8 made th~t the organic matter and nitrogen levels 
of this soil were originally about the same in all plots, then 40 years 
of continuous cotton cultivation has reduced the organic matter content 
by 66% and the nitrogen c(l)ntent by 50%. This is in general agreement with 
other experiments :rep(l)rted in the literature (13,22,27), although, the 
magnitude of difference in the experiment reported here is somewhQt higher. 
The difference in nitrogen and organic matter levels between the con~ 
tinuou1 cottcm plots o!ii!ld continuous cotton plus manure was riot signif~ 
icant.ly different. Thh cb1ervation means that manure applied for 40 
years failed to increase the organic matter and nitrogen content and was 
net successful in checking their decrease. 
The effect of three soil treatments on the cation exchange capacity, 
per cent base saturation, and per cent exchangeable calcium, magnesium, 
potassilJIDlil. and sodil.l1lKll is given in Table III. The cation exchange capacity 
I 
of the soil fr6m the continuous cotton plots was 27% lower than the grass 
plots. Since the clay content of all plote was essentially the same 
(T~ble IV), the reduction i.n. cation exchange capacity could be attributed 
to the loss of $Oil organic matter. However, since the cation exchange 
capacity of the subsoils in the continuous cotton plots was found to be 
lower than the grass plots (Table VIII), the observed reduction in ex-
change capacity in the topsoil might be a result of localized variations 
in the subsoils. Reduction in the cation exchange capacity as a result 
of continuous cultivation was previously reported in the literature (20, 
22). Per cent calcium, imagnasilllllll~ potassium and sodium and the per cent 








EFFECT OF 'rREATM1ENTS ON CATION EXClt-L/\,I:JGE CAPACITY, PERCENT CALCIUMi MAGNESilJJ:"19 
POTASSIUM~ SODIUM AND PERCENT BASE SATURATION 
Reip,l ic:atiom.~ % 
Exe hang~ Exch~ngeB1b le 
Capa.dty Ca --------~-~--, 
Rep, I l5c28 37.01 23.82 5.24 0.50 66.57 
Rep. II 15.32 42.98 33.20 3.26 0.58 80.02 
r~Vo 15.30 39.99 28.51 4.25 0.54 73.29 
Rep. I 1L04 43.45 31.68 4.88 1.04 81.05 
Rep. II 10.90 42.40 29.06 3.85 0.91 76.22 
-~-,,..;,. ................... 
a.v. 10.97 42.92 30.37 4.36 0.97 78.63 
Rep. I 10.57 43.42 30.06 4.36 0.57 78.41 
Rep. II 11.70 36.95 28.85 4.36 0.93 71.09 





difference could not be 'found between treatments. 
The effect of continuous grass, continuous cot t on and continuous 
cotton plus manure on the particle size distribution is given in Table IV . 
There were no differences in the clay content of the soils from the var-
ious treatments. The grass plots had a hi gher percentage of stable ag-
greg tes with a favorab l e s ize distribution, but this cannot be attrib-
ute to differences in the tot 1 clay~content. However, this is in con-
t r zs t with some of the r esults r eport ed in the literature (20,22). The 
plot were on level l and where practicall y no erosion had occurred and, 
u.der Oklahoma conditions, soil leachi ng processes are not intensi v~. 
Total percent of and was essentially the same under all treatments. 
However, when percent coarse sand (1.0-0.l mm. ) and fine sand (0.1-0 . 05 mm)is 
compared 9 considerable differences are noted between treatments. 
The gra s plots contained 38% less coarse sand frac t ion and 18% mor e of 
t he fine sand fraction as compared to continuous cotton . These dif -
ferences might be a result of some shee t e r osion which might t ake p lace 
on the exposed soil urf ce of the continuously cul t ivated plots . There 
wer no observed differences between the vari ous t reatments in t he t ota l 
percent of silt or in the perc nt of coarse sil t (0 . 05 -0 . 0 2 mm. ) or f ine 
s ilt (0.02=0.002 mm.). No differences were observed in t he part icl e size 
distribution of th continuous cotton and continuous co t t on plus manure 
plots. 
P rm.eability f the soils from t he grass and continuous cotton plots 
ie shown in Figure 1, An appreciabl e diffe rence in the permeability of 
the soils fr01!ll!l the grass plots as compared to the con tinuous cotton plots 
w s observed . After 60 Minutes, the grass plots had transmi t t ed 280 ml . 
of wat er a compared to 130 ml. for the cotton plots. These results agree 
TABLE IV 
EFFECT 01'" 'rREATMENTS ON l?ARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Soil Percent Particle Size Distribution_iDi~~ers iIA. mm.-=-~~~~~~= 
Repliieattion Total Total Chy 














fL83 23.16 3L99 34.21 13,38 47.59 2L04 
_ 7.78 21.90 29.68 29.60 19.42 
8.30 22.53 30.83 31.90 16,40 48,30 2L17 
13.55 18,83 32.38 33,40 13 • .36 46.76 20. 86 
12.16 18.99 31.15 34.15 14.06 48.21 20.46 -
12.85 18.91 31. 76 33. 71 13. 71 47 ,4.8 20.66 
13.98 17.92 31.90 31.84 14.07 45.91 22.18 
10.01 17,95 27.96 ~, 17~.fil.__?}..:._~ _ m2hQl__,_ 




Figure 1. Effect of Treatments on the Percolation Rate of the Whole Soils 
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vecy w~ll with the oblllelf'\r(i;Jd JPll!!l'Cte:nt of st~ble 81.ggregates atbove O, 25 Km1lll, 
in the two t:reatm~nts. th~ gr~ss plots were twice ~s high in st~ble ag-
greg«l1.ttel3 .above O, 25 llilmll, i1m l!lize; lil!nd about three timelii as high in stilblle 
aggreglillt~s ~bove 0.42 1llll!ll1l, !h~ m$cro=non=c~pillnry porosity of the grass 
ploitSl W&J!S: much more f~voirai.ble for downw2rd. m.Qlvemment of water. The in-
~t~bility of th~ ~ggrei~t~~ f:rom th~ continuously cultivated plots, espe= 
c:i&lilly thei i:Thstab:ULity ,Q>f thisii h.rger ~ggre.gi!llte.s:, c~used an excessive 
Sil~king of th~ SitOJU jlggr~g;~tes upcVin w!l"ttir.g <li!lil!Ai clogged th~ l~rgeir po1:r~s, 
whid,a ic~us~.d ai. slugg;ililh dlownwill.rdi w.mteir movenment, 
'.lrh~ s~1rmite prop~rtieis which we:ire diet~lfililliined or, th~ topsoil w~re de:te:r= 
mb1@.idl on the !iJUbi!lloH ~ls@, Thh w2si doll'!~ bee.a use it wa.s f~l t thli!.t t.tQlo 
IDmuch ~tt~lri1t:!.01l1l in pre:viOJu&ll inv<eJstig"1t:fotUi had been directed to the kinds 
of pl<t1lnts gr1Q!Wl:ll ~ncil t@l('JJ litUei to th~ type, and nUll!!\\ber of c:ultiva.tion:si, 
It w22 inh,t·red tihiiS!.t if th® kind of crop growmi hsi!d a. major effect on ag= 
greg/31.tei ~t&JLbility ~ diffen@c~s lllhoulLd be flQJu@d b~t:W~11?;n ISIOil trea!.tm~nt~ 
hJ th~ ~ub,SJml.ls, ?hi&ll /Q18lSUlfil!l]Ption wc1M1 b@s~d OJITh thil!l ptOJgsiblie e:ffei1Ct of 
lillllr~<';; <llllJlliJOJuntSl of grrMll§ ai:rmd 1C\Qlttt011l1l roiQJUJ » fot.mi,o1 in th® subsoU.s. «:JJlffi the 
m~iffisur~cdl prop(t:ird.cH>l, R~~oirds shl())w~dl th~t th® siubsoih have 1!1lever bt:tm 
:di&'Jturboildl ~ll'ildl the: faJc·.\t.;cQlr th<lllt wlQlulld ii!hsi\rmg;ei th~ ait~bi U ty of subso:UL 
1&ggrce:gadt:®SJ w2~ th~ ll!Ir@ppi1llt.g sy§Jtems, 
Th~ r~§u!t$; ihi@w~v~r.do not shew 2ny signifi~~nt differences b~= 
tw®@n the subslQliJL§ of th~ v~rious treat.m~nts in 0>rg~nic m~tter, tot&ll 
ni.t1t«.llfJ;:flim t0Jr ,igg;ireigia!t(~ 5lta;.bUi ty &!\SJ ~hoWlm i@ T2bleiil V • VI• VII. 'rhiw 
((:';OUlLdl b!!'a'. i@t®irpir@t®dl to ilt'il@ll$J.lill th&l(t th® l.d1ri.«ll of phint gt"own, Cl(l)tton rQJt" 
p,1tiB1idie S!;t'i§!SS~®. dliidl 1..'l'.t0,t ph,y $J.lffi importsm.t :rr\Cill~ i1l11 the staibili ty of the 
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~ggregetes in the undisturbed subsoils. In the topsoil, large differences 
in the properties mentioned above were found between the plots continuously 
cultivated to cotton and the undisturbed plots covered with grasses. It 
could be hypothesized that a m•jor factor in the deterioration of aggregate 
tability, under continuous cultivation, is cultivation itself. In other 
words, the stirring and 1hearing action of the cultivation implements, 
th~ type of implements ~nd the frequency of their uee has much to do with 
the deteriorati on of aggregate stability . However, it hould be noted 
t hmt this study provides little evidence to prove or disprov this hypoth·· 
e1ia and more specific investigations are required to test this hypothesis. 
TABLE V 
THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS ON AGGREGATE STABILITY OF THE 
SUB-SURFACE SOIL (6-12 INCHES) 
Treatment 
Replic&tion Gra s · Cotton Cotton 7 Manure 
·' 
Rep. I 65.2 58.6 64.8 
Rep. II 70 .0 64.2 57.5 
av. 67.60 61.40 61.15 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
So\llrce D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
Total 5 45.56 9.11 
Replications l 0.81 0.81 
Treatment 2 6.10 3 . 05 0.158 NSl 
Error 2 38.65 19 . 32 
1 NS - Not significant at the 5% level. 
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TABLE VI 
'I'HE EFFEGT OF '.tREA?'MEN'rS ON !'HE ORGANIC MATTER CONTENT 
OF THE SUB=SURFACE SOIL (6~12 INCHES) 
Treatments -
Rep" I L65 1.48 1.58 
L65 1.19 1.15 
L65 1.38 1.36 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
.,. 
So·i.llrce JCL F. S.S. M,S. F 
Totd 5 0,2554 0.0511 
R~pli«:::ati«:llll'l.® 1 0.0864 0.0864 
?t'l5l&!ltmruents 2 0, 1209 0.0605 2.52 NS 1 
IIrr<OJr 2 CL0481 0.0240 
~ 
1 NS Niw>t s:i~Hic:~ll'.\t 5% hvd. ~· on 
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TABLE VII 
THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS ON NITROGEN CONTENT 
OF THE SUB=SURFACE SOIL (6-12 INCHES) 
Treatments 
Grass Cotton Cotton f ~.anure 
Rep. I 0.069 0.087 0.075 
Rep. II 0.080 0.087 0.062 
av. 0.074 0.087 0.068 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
Total 5 0.00051 0.00010 
Rep U.catfons l 0 0 
Treatments 2 0.00036 0.00018 2.57 NSl 
Error ,2 0.00015 0.00007 
l NS - Not signific~nt on 5% level. 
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Results on the exchange capacity and particle size distribution of 
the subsoils under grass, continuous cotton and continuous cotton plus 
m&nure are presented in Tables VIII and IX. 
TABLE VIII 
THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS ON EXCHANGE CAPACITY OF THE 
SUB=SURFACE SOIL (6=12 INCHES DEPTH) 
Milli~guivalents per 100 S,lt!. of Soil 
Grass Cotton Cotton f Manure 
Rep. I 26.03 17.45 17.81 
Rep. II 25.97 20.96 21.48 
av. 26.00 19. 21 18.64 
TABLE IX 
EFFECT OF TREATMENTS 0~ THE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE SUB=SURFACE SOIL (6-12 INCHES) 
Percent of each fraction 
Trt"Jatments Repll..ications Sand Silt Clay 
Grass Rep. I 20.90 41.38 37. 72 
Rep. II 21.32 45. 76 33.00 
av. 21.06 43.57 35.36 
Cotton Rep. I 19.69 51.07 29.-24 
Rep. II 16.80 47.76 35.44 
av. 18. 29 49.41 32.34 
Cotton i Manure Rep. I 20.87 48.64 30.43 
Rep. II 16.44 46.50 37 .16 
av. 18.65 47 .57 33.7$ 
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Effect of Cropping Treatment on Properties of Soil Aggregates 
Since the di fferences in the properties tested between the contin-
uous cotton plots and the grass pl ots were f ound to be large, it was 
decided to study t wo of the treatment s i n more de.tail. The continuous 
cotton plus manure tre.e.tment was eliminated f r om t his study since no 
differences were obtained between it and t he cont inuous cotton plots . 
The scheme of this study was to compare the properties of the whole 
samples versus those of the dry aggrega te s collected by dr y sievi ng and 
stable aggregates collected by wet sieving. The as s umpt ion was that the 
magnitude of each of the properties i nvestiga t ed on t he whole soil as 
compared to the dry sieved and s table aggrega t es would yie ld valuable 
inf ormation as to the importance of these propert ies in t he formation 
and stability of the aggregates . Thus , if the level of any of the pro-
perties would tend to increase from t he whole soil to the dry sieved 
stable aggregates, it could be inferred t ha t this pr operty was i mportant 
in the aggregation proces s . This study also attempted to inves t igat e the 
effect of the size of the aggregates on t he levels of the properties mea-
sured. 
The effect of cropping treatments and aggregate size on the organi c 
m.11tter content of dry and stable aggregates was i nvestigated by plotting 
the data as shown in Figure 2. The organic mat t er content of the dry 
and stable aggregates from the co t ton plot s was above that of the whole 
soil. The dry and s t ble aggregates from the cotton plots reached a 
maxim.um of the 0.42 mm. size aggregates and t hen declined . In t he grass 
plots, the genera l trend wa somewha t differ ent. The organic matter 
content of the dry and stable ggrega t es ( 2.00 and 0 . 84 mm . ) was below 
t h2t of the whole soil and the (0.42 and 0. 25 mm. ) aggregates were con-
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siderably higher in organic matter than the whole soil, and a maximum was 
reached in the 0 .25 mn. aggregates . The increase in the organic matter 
content of the stable aggregates above that of the whole soil and that of 
the dry sieved aggregate was higher in the stable aggregates from cotton 
than in the stable aggregates from grass as shown in Table x! The di£-
TABLE X 
EFFECT OF TREATMENTS AND SIZE OF AGGREGATES ON TiiE INCREASE 
IN ORGANIC MATTER CONTENT OF STABLE AGGREGATES 
Aggregate ~-P~eMr~c~e~n~t;;,....;i~n~c~r~e~a~s~e __ i_n~e~a_c_h __ s=i_z_e~(_s1~·z_e~i_n.,..-mm __ .~)---~ 
Treatment St bility 5.00~2.00 2.00-0.84 0.84-0.42 0 .42-0.25 
Grass Above soil 9 25 
Above dry 
Aggregate 4 6 
Cotton Above soil 24 19 39 33 
Above dry 
Aggregate 11 7 18 18 
ferences in the organic matter content reported be tween the grass and t he 
continuous cotton plots wemevident between the dry and stable aggregates, 
also. The increased organic matter content of the stable aggregates of 
the cotton plots and the smaller stable aggregates from the grass plots 
suggests th t organic matter plays an important part in the stability of 
these aggregates. However, the differences in organic matter content of 
the stable aggregates of the cotton and grass treatments were considerable . 
The increase in organic matter content of the stable aggregates from the 
1 For data, see Appendix, Table XIV. 
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(COJtton plots might suggest the possibility that organic matter is more 
i~portant in the stability of aggregates from the cotton than those from 
the grass. However, the percent of stable aggregates was twice as high 
in the gr~ss plots, and it could be inferred that the stable aggregates 
contributed to an increase in the organic matter content of the whole 
soili thus the increase in the organic matter c~ntent of the stable ag-
gregates of the grass plots above that of the whole soil would be ex-
pected to be somewhat lower" There was a tendency for the organic matter 
content of the dry and stable aggregates to increase, with ,ie 1cirease in 
size of the aggregates. This might suggest the increasing importance of 
the organic matter c@ntent of the aggregates with decrease in size of 
the aggregates. A higher percentage of organic matter in the smaller 
stable aggregates than in the whole soil 2nd a tendency to increase with 
decrea8e in aggregate size was re.ported by Garey (18). 
The effect of cr©pping treatments and aggregate size on the nitrogen 
level of the dry and stable aggregates was investigated and the results 
are shoW11!. in Fig~re 3 and Table XI! The nitr@gen content of the dry ag~ 
gregates from the cotton plots was essentially the same as that of the 
whole soil, Howeveri the stable aggregates from the cotton plots had a 
higher nitrogen content than the whole soil and reached a maximum in the 
Oo42 and 0,25 mim" size ~g~regates" The nitrogen content of the aggregates 
fr~m grass paralleled the organic matter content. The nitrogen content 
of 2,00 and 0,84 ll'!Dl. size aggregates was below that of the whole soil, 
while that of the si!ln\aller aggregates was above the whole soil. The ni-
trogen content of the aggregates f~om the grass plots reached a maximum 

















Figure 3. The Effect of T~eatments and Aggregate Size on the Nitrogen Content of Dry and 
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in the 0.25 lll!lm. size .aggregates. The increase in the nitrogen content 
of the stable aggregates frOll!!il the cotton plots, above that of the whole 
soil and the dry aggregates, was higher than the increase in nitrogen 
content of the stable aggregates from the grass plots as shown in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
' EFFECT OF TREA'.i:'MlENTS AND SIZE OF AOOREGATES ON THE INCREASE 
IN NITROGEN CONTENT OF STABLE AGGREGATES 
Abov@ soil 10 25 
Above dry 
Aggregate 4 2 6 5 
C<l>tton Above sou 12 16 24 27 
Abcve dcy 
Aggregate 12 18 20 21 
In general, the change in nitrogen and organic matter levels were sim-
Har as f oUows ~ 
l. An increa~e in the organic matter and nitrogen levels of the 
dry siev~d and st~ble aggregates, with a decrease in size of these ag-
2. A larger. increase in the nitrogen and organic matter content of 
aggregates frcmll the cotton plots than from the grass plots. 
3. The difference between the nitrogen and organic matter levels 
of the stable aggregates f~om the grass and cotton treatments was consid~ 
erable. 
It could be inferred that the importance of total nitrogen in the 
34 
stability of s@il aggregolltes is commpg,rable to that of the organic 1ll1latter. 
The effect of cropping treatments and aggregate size on the exchange 
capacity @f the dry and stable aggregates was inv~stigated &nd is reported 
in Figurre 4, 1 Thet'e was a considerable increase in the exchange capacity 
of the dry and stable &ggregates from the cotton plots as compared to the 
whole s~il. As observed with the organic ~atter content, a m&ximU1llll in 
exchange capacity was re~~hed in both the dry sieved and stable aggregates 
in the O. 42 mnm. :size 2ggrega.us. The d.:ry sieved a1:'ld s te.ble aggregates 
fr<0>m tbs grass plots s!rwJwted only a slight increase in exchange capacity 
abov~ th,U; of t!m® wh©le 3(@il, However, the exchange capacity !nc1ceased 
sorim1tHiihat w:Lth decr~.a5lei in size of the aggregates from the grass treatment. 
There was viirtl.llailJLy 11:l!.@ difference in exchange capacity between the dry 
and stable aggregaites fr~ililll the grass plots, The increase in exchange 
capacity of the stable aggregates from the cotton plots was spectacular 
and surprising. The wb@le soil under the cotton treatment was almost 30% 
l~wer (4.5 milliequivalents) than that @f the grass soil. The exchange 
~apacity of the stable aggregates from the cott~n plots was almost the 
same as that of the stable aggregates from the grass plots, This was an 
average increase above the exchange capacity of the whole soil of 50%. 
'This was surp1ds::b:rig, sirruc.ei the il:i!.crease in organic matter, about O. 4%, 
could not account for thi~ increase in exchange capacity of the stable 
agg~egates from the cotton treatment, especially when the increase in 
organic matter content of the stable aggregates from the grass plots was 
comparableo 
The stable aggregates fr~illllll the continuous cotton plots were 5% 
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:b.1mffitdy 3% highe,r in cl~y thain the whole .. oil®» M shown in Figure 5. 
These differem1.ce!ll iTh <elaty coli'!tent betweenrn stable aggregates from the 
c<OJtton plots and the wh@le s~il cannot account fo~ the increase of 6 
millitMJpiv2leTuts i:m e;g«;;hacuge capacity. 
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The exclM,1nge C&l\)Pacity is a :relative measure \'.'.i)f the total soil sur-
face and the surf~ce aetivity of th~ clay pa,rticles. It could be in-
fer~~d th~t th® cl~y im the <Cotton Gtable a1gregates has a higher sur= 
d<01cll:s l!MH: cffl$lt' ,era:llta,tllgh ~viden«:;;re t(Q) discuss any the©ry conc:errdng the 
c.hatirlgEH:: tbvai.t might. t81ke pl1G1ce in the dhtr:Jl.butiiQli!ll 11)f relay particles. 
@er1;;y (18) r~)Ported ain inc.:r<[l,!ll.Se in th,e exchange ca.pa.city c,\f the smaller 
staibl@ aggregi!ttes a:s c1::iuimpa,red t(O) t.hat of the wheile g,oil. 
The effect l!J)f ClC'IQ!pping trecmtments and aggregate size on the clay 
content @f the dry siev~d ~nd stable aggreg~tes is shown in Figure s.l 
The) d:aiy clQlntent of th@ stabll!;; agg;regates fr@m the cotton plots increased 
c@nsiderably above that @f the whole soil. The c:1.ay content of the ag= 
gregat~s from the cciittlQlTu plots increased. with a deicrea.se i.n size and 
!'€:~c:hed a mmaximmum wit!m the O. 42 llfilm, size aggiril!,gates. There was a smaller 
i1l1!c:reas~ in the cLruy c<Qlntelffit @f the grass aggregates ab(J)ve that. of the 
wh,Jile SiQlil '8\S iCQ/lli\1l)P!a!'eHi to th@ c1Q1tt0ln aggregates, No sizable changes in 
clay ,ciQ)ntent with ch.:?t!tlqgei in size of the aggregates were observed in the 
agg:tegateSJ from the gr&:ss p,JLots. The clay ccmtent of the aggregates from 
b(Q)th th@ ciQltt@n and gras8 plots as well as that of the whole soils was 
dlllmilLii:r.. The aggregate iiitabiHty (l)f the whole soil and that of the sep-
arate cllry agg;reigates (Figuirew 9 and 10) ft'IM!ll the grass plots was consid= 
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Figure 5. The Effect of Tre~tments and Aggregate Size on the Clay Content of Dry and Stable 
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erably higher th~n that froill the cotton plots. The data obtained in this 
study d~ not support the reports in the literature which state that the 
total percent clay is highly correlated with aggregate stability (5,7,18, 
36,37). 
The effect of ~ropping treatments and aggregate size on the silt 
content of the dty and wet aggregates is shown in Figure 6.1 The silt 
content of stable aggreg~tes from the grass and c~tton plots did not 
vary appreciably. The aggregates from the cotton plots were slightly 
higher in silt content than the aggregates frO>lll!ll the grass plots and the 
c@ntent increased with decrease in size of the aggregates and reached a 
ma.ximUlllfll (0.42 mm..) in b~th the dry and stable aggregates. The difference 
in silt content between the grass and cotton treatments and within each 
treatment does n©t se~m t@ be ~ppreciable. It could be concluded that 
the silt fraction in the Kirkland silt loam soil is not an important 
factor in the formation and stability of aggregates. 
The effects of continuous grass versus continuous cotton and aggre-
gates size on the sand content of the dry and stable aggregates is given 
in Figure 7. 2 The sand content of the aggregates from the cotton and 
grass plots was lower than the sand content of the whole soils. The sand 
content of both the dry and stable aggregates from the cotton plots de~ 
creased with decrease in size of the aggregates. A minimum sand content 
was observed in the 0.42 mm. in size of the dry and stable cotton aggre-
gates with a slight increase in the 0.25 mm. aggregates. The trend of 
the sand content in the aggregates from the grass plots decreased some~ 
what with decrease in size of the aggregatesj but no appreciable differ= 
1 For data, ~ee Appendix, Table XVIII, 
2 For data, see Appendix, Table XIX. 
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The Efflslct of Tre,gtments 2nd Aggregate Size on the S@lfldl Ciu>ntm:rct of Dry and\ Stable 
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ll;ln«::es were found in the ssi:1nv:! C:©J111tent ©Jf the dry a111d stable aggreg~tes. 
The smalle:r {0.42 aiJ.d 0,2.5, llffll,) stable a;,gg:regaiJ;;es f:rom the cotton plots 
had a fower SJ<!llndl «::©R1!.te.1!i1t tlh.a'1]. th~ corireS)Pl())lDJ.ding stable aggregates frooi 
the gra~si pfots. This was swtrwlutt puzzling .a,nd suggests the possibility 
that bec<fl\use of ai Lr»we:r ii:n:aganic !ffiMattte:r c.ontent in:t the stable aggregates 
fir©~ the Cl())tton p!@ts lL@ss E~nd could b~ ce~ented in the stable aggregates. 
Th~ i:iib:si@rv~d resulL ts sugge~t that s.u1d c.ointelrllt is not an important fac~ 
t@ir i1m the ~tabHity ©f th® aggiregmtes fromm the gitasSl and cotton pJL(())ts. 
The eff®ct @f Ct'(())p)P!ing treatments and aggregate size on the per= 
(J)f aiggreg,1te51 and the JfH»rosity of the whole :soiL Thus, it w<ll!s decided 
t0> te.sit the p>erc(l)latfon rates of the dryQdeved aggreigates from both 
tr€atments, It Wl:l1.~ illilil)P!(i)®SJible to keep ai. Cl(l)IDISJtant head and measure the 
pe:t'cclatfon rate&ll of the dry=sieved aggregates from the grass pfots. The 
d!'y=sieved aggregates from the grass plots of all sizes were very stable 
(Figures 9 and 10) and the macr@=porosity high upon wetting~ and water 
mwved thrl())ugh the C(l)lumns ra~idly. The results were different~ however, 
i.n the dcy=deveicl aggregates fr(Q)m. the cottl())n plots, The dry=sieved ag= 
g:regate samples f:r(Q)m the c©tton plots consisted of particles of one size 
:range~ a1rnd it wasi e:iqpecte.d tha.t the macr@=p(Q):rosity and the percolatil())l!l 
rate Wl())uld be the hiihest in the samples c@nsisting of the larger sizes 
@f the dry=sieved ~ggreg~tes and would decrease with decrease in size of 
the agg:regates. H(QJwe.ve:r, the results observed were exactly the opposite. 
As shown in Figure 8~ the dcy=sieved aggregates (5.00=2,00 m1l'll,) showed 
the lowest perc@lation rate1. ~nd as the size QJf the dry=sieved aggregates 


















Figure 8. The Effect of Cc.m.tinuou$ Cotton 2nd Aggregate Size on the Perm.e&bil:.tty of the Dry 
A22re1?ates 
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ex«:essivie slaking arnd c0J1mC©l®lit8\nt br®akdoiW!l OJf the dry aggregates, which 
d~creased with size, Th~ p©rosity of the sam0tples was reduced to a low 
level and the perc@lati©n r~te of the sample was lowered. It should be 
p©inted out that, except f~r the 0,22 mm. dry=sieved aggregates, the 
trend in percolmtion r~te follows similar trends of the organic matter 
camitent~ cation exchange c:a~adty and clay content. All of these pro-
perties tend t© in~r~a~e with a decrease in size of the dr}1"'sieved ag-
Aggregate Stability Index 
The dhintegra.Uoll of soil aggregates upon wetting will result in 
a redu11;;tion of wateriQl=)PiQJI'l('))Sity, aer&U:ion and drainage, The stability of 
soil 1aggreigates ifS of priflillle importance in the structure=porosity rela= 
ti@nship Qf a s©>il. 
The ci'J>iri:ventic»nal meth\Qld for measuring the stability of soil aggre= 
gates is the wet=sieving method, according to Yoder (55). This method 
measures the size di$tributi@n of the stable aggregates of a soil as a 
re:sult of wetting. However~ little real infermmat.ion can be acquired by 
this method ciQlnce:t'ning the dili311!1lg;e:o1 that take place in the distribution 
of aggregates and the mua~r©rporiQlsity of many soils during the process of 
wetting. Sinc(j inforn111atiom. relative to changes in the stability and 
disintegration of each size ~f the soil aggregates is of great value, 
this is a majair. drawb,atf;i\c of this method, In soils where the aggre-
gates are stable and e1cht as dhcrete units which do not disintegrate 
upon wetting, the wet=sieving method is a good index to the conditions 
which exist in the soil. However, in a soil where the aggregates are 
not stable, un~xpect~d cha@ges in the size distributi~n of the aggregates 
44 
and macr:o-piQlrosity ~ight tak~ place upon wettingQ With these soils, the 
wet=sieving m@thod as used h IQJf little value for: c.har:acterizing the 
p@rosity. 
It was decided tiQl investigate oither 1lll!leth@ds for characterizing ag-
gregate stability and porosity. The first logical step was to establish 
<all reference p(j)irnt in s@il agg;regati.oin with which the results of the wet= 
!31ieving techniqulla coulLd be <GIQJmpa:red, As a ref e:rettce point, the size 
di,stributfon of :&gg:re8at~s in the ai.ir d'lri@ld s@il was selected, The objecQ 
tive was t()) c©Jmpa:re the data obtained by d1r:r sieving the soil with th.at 
ac.quire;d by wet=sieving, '!he r21tioi between the percent of each aggregate 
:51ize as o,btained by the dlry=:siieving aud wet=siev:b.1.g techniques wiug, t;(Q! be 
used as an index of the stabil:U:y of the soil aggregates, 
The reliability ©f th@ t'esults ac<q1uiired by dry=sieving !fl. :soil was 
questioned on the grounds that the results were v~riable and would depend 
upon the preparatil(l)n 0>f the s©U in the bb,r:JratQlry. It was: decided t((ll 
make a statistical study of the effect of crushing the soil on the results 
obtained by dry and wet=sieving methods, For this study~ a bulk soil 
salll!1lple was divided int~ four parts, each part was Grushed with a wooden 
roller tOJ pallls a 4=~esh sieve» mixed and stOJred separately, On each partj 
dey and wet=deving a.@alyses were pe:rfo:rrmed f0>ur times, Analysis oif var= 
iance was calculLated fo:r each size of aggregates from the results obtained 
in the four crushings. The results of the statistical test a:re presented 
in Table XIL With the dey=sieving method, the effect of crushing caused 
significant differences in aggregate size distribution except in the 0.42= 
0.25 :mm, group, N~ significant differ~nces in the size distribution of 
agg1regate:s as a iresul t of ciru:shing we ire obser:rvecl in the wet =sieving method, 
In view of the significant crushing effect on the size distribution of dry 
the wet:= sieved a\ggregates a.lso o However~ it will be seen later that 
size distribution upon wetting» regardless of the original dry-sieved 
aggregate size, As a result of the statistical study, the possibility 
of using the size distribution of the dry=sieved aggregates as a refer= 
TABLE XII 
THE EFFECT OF CRUSHIN~ ON THE SIZE DISTitIBUTION OF SOIL 
AOOFJ?JGATES AS 1?IBASURED BY WE:T AND DRY SIEVIW31 
Calculated "F" values 
Size in lmllllll\, w6t= sieving _ dry= devinai 
.~L 00=2o 00 0.97 13, 25** 
2o00=0o84 Oo64 3,87* 
0.84=(L42 L61 2o32 
() 0 ,~2=0 0 25 Oo 23 4, 19* 
* Signific~nt at the 5% level. 
** Signific~nt at the 1% l~vel, 
1 For Analysis ~f Variance tables, see Appendix Table XX and XXI. 
However, it was believed that a measure of the dry=sieved aggregates 
of a soil as a reference point would yield valuable information, It was 
decided tQ) use each size of the dry= sieved aggregates by itiEielf as a ref-
erence point, In this manner the uncertainity in the distribution of the 
dlr~sieved aggregates would be eliminated. It was also assumed that an 
ai.r dried soil ciDlntai11u,d a certain amount (!Jf ea<eh size of the dry aggre= 
gates, How each size (llf the~e aggreg~tes behaved upon wetting, its stabil= 
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ity and patte:rn of breakdown might determine~ to a. large degree, the 
porosity changes that ~ight take place upon wetting. The larger dry ag-
gregates in a soil, if unstable, would disintegrate into smaller units 
upon wetting. This would result in a reduction in macro-porosity which 
would be extensive. 
As a cQJnsequence of the .assumptions discussed above, the bulk samples 
from eaieh treatment were dry sieved .and the dry aggregates which stayed 
on each sieve were CIQJUeicted and stored se.parately. Aggregate stability 
was determined on each size of the dry=sieved aggregates by the wet=siev= 
ing method, The infoln'!Wltion collected was interpreted according to the 
following criteria~ 
1, The siz~ distributi())n of the stable aggregates which resulted 
fr@m wet~ sieving each size of the dr-r sieved aggregates. 
2" The percent of each size of the d:ry=sieved aggregates wh:i.ch 
retained their size upon wetting. 
3, The total percent of the stable aggregates above 0.25 mm. 
in size from each size of the dry-sieved aggregates. 
This information can be used as an effective research tool in eval-
uating the effect of treatments on the stability and breakdown of each 
size of the dry aggregates and in the study of the processes and forces 
involved in aggregate foll'.1ll'llation and stability. In order to illustrate 
the value of the procedure discussed above~ the information obtained by 
using this prgce.dure on samples from the grass and continuous cotton are 
compared to the conventional method of wet-sieving. 
The distribution of stable aggregates of each size of the dry-sieved 
aggr~gates from the grass and continuous cotton plots is presented in 
Figures 9 and 10. 1 The percent of each of the four sizes (5.00=2.00, 2.00-
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0.84, 0.84=0,42~ 0.42=0.25 Bl~,) of the d:ry=sieved aggregates f:romm the 
grass treatment the.t did n(Q)t di,dntegrlil\te upcin wetting was high, that 
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is, ove:r 70%~ a10ld decreased somerwhat with size. It could be inferred th.at 
these dry=sieved ~gg:regates had a high stability and did not disintegrate 
appreciably upon wetting. In the case of the dry=sieved aggregates from 
the Cl\lJntinuoJus c.l\lJttQJn t:re,1!!.tlillllent, the. resul tsi were quite different. The 
percent of each size IQ)f the «h::y= :sh~ved aggregates whic.h retained their 
size upon wetting w,;1,s; ve:ry JLiOlw. Only 3% of the dry= sieved aggregates 
{5.00=2,00 !IJMll.) clid n~t disintegrate upon wetting. The percent of aggre= 
gates which dlid n©t: rdli!llb~tegr.\Elte upon wetting inc.1'eai:H:ici with de.::rease in 
size of the d:rry= :si~ved ..11.gg:n:igates am.d reached a maximu,m of 21% in the O. 84~ 
0.42 lliliiiil.ancl 0.42=0.,25 mnm. aggregates, 'rhese results were interestir.g and 
appe:a;r tg be Olf sigmdficance. If it is a.ss®eid that before this land was 
first cultivated, the stability of the dry= sieved aggregates was similar 
in all plots~ it is obvfous that 40 years of cultivation has resulted in 
a loss of stability l!)f the dry~sieved aggregates. It is notable that the 
highest reductfon in stability was in the 5.00=2.00 mm, size dry=sieved 
aggregates. The stability of the aggregates from the grass plots showed 
that 81% ()Jf the 5.00=2,00 m®mil, size dry=sieved aggregates did not dis:in"' 
tegrate uip!(lln wetting while oinly 3% CJ>f the drrsieved aggregates from the 
cotton plot$ did n@t disintegrate, 
The pattern of breakdown of the dry=sieved aggregates into smaller 
but stable aggregates further reveals the effect of 40 years of contin= 
UOJ1.lls cultivation oin th.is Kirkland silt foam soil. The dry-sieved aggre= 
gates from the grass plots showed little, if any, breakdown. However~ 
the size distributi()Jn of these ~ggregates reveals that the percent of 
stable, th~ugh disint~gr~ted~ aggreg~tes (0.42=0,25 1ll!mll.) was rather low. 
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Fr«Jm the &b(Q)ve ob1Setvati@n~, it c&1n b~ p@aitulated that the dry= sieved ag~ 
gregates from the gral,)8 pl~ts e.xisted as discrete and stable units. There 
ws:.s no evidence tl'.ll suggest that the.se units were te:q,orary conglomerates 
of smaller secondary units. As mentioned previously, the disintegration 
of the dry,,sieved aggregates from the cotton plots was relatively large. 
The size distributi<QJn of the disintegrated aggregates showed a tendency 
for the s1l'!M1Her aggl1:'egate® tOJ be c@nc~ntrated io.1. the O. 84-0, 42 and O. 42-
0. 25 mm, sizes o T1m.!!.S, it c@uld be 'hypothesized thsit 40 yean:G of cul ti V&Jl= 
til())n which wa.5: acccJJW)Fl<1H1tieid by a marked decrease in organic matter created 
,..1r11. unfavorS!ble enviroiamefillt f0;r: the existence of la:q;~ stable nggEegates, 
The. la:rg~r dry,, sieved aggregates were conglo-m.e:rates of smaller, stable 
aggregates lo~sely h~ld together. The pet'J!!!i\eability data clearly il= 
lust:rated this hypothesis (Figure 8). The dry= sieved aggregates froim 
the grBlss plots, which shQlwed high stability and a low tendency to break 
down upo~ wetting~ allowed a fast downward water movement as shown by the 
permeability data. The dry=sieved aggregates from the cotton plots showed 
a str@ng tendency toi disintegrate, which decreased with the size of the 
dry aggregates" This was reflected in the percolation data where there 
was an increase in perc©lati©lTh n.te with a decrease in size of the dry 
aggregcates. 
The size distributi~lTh of the stable aggregates in the whole soil 
from the two t:reatmmenu isl shoWll11. in Figure 11 .1 These results indicate 
a high concentrati~n of the larger stable aggregates under the grass 
treatmeirnt with a1!1\ opp0>site trend in the stable aggregates from the contin= 
uous c~tton plots. Howev®r, the mechanisms responsible for these dif-
ferences and the s~urce ©f the stable aggregates can only be approximated 
fr@m this typ,ie Qlf d.atca. For exai.mple j wet sieving the whole cotton soil 















Figure 11, The Effect of Treatments on the Stab le Aggregates Size Distribution of the Whole 
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indic~te$ a high®ir ~~irce,nt ~f the ~mall~r st~bl~ aggregates than the 
larger ones. However~ there i~ noithing toi indicate the origin of these 
stable aggregates. It i~ n~t known whether these were discrete units 
which existed in the s@U before wetting oir if they were disintegration 
prOJduc.ti; of l&11rger aggregates, airnd this a,ppllies t(l) the stable aggregates 
fr10Jm the girarJ1s plots as well. It: w&s felt th,1.t these questions were i1nm~ 
p@rtant» bec~us~ if the st~bl~ ~ggreg~t~~ exi~t~d as discrete units in 
th~ soil befrOlt~ wiet=d~ving~ thigin thet'!;ll sh((i)uld 1Thl\Jit be, aM.lltice:~ble cibw.nges 
in tbHai mmac:ro~,JP©>l'Od ty <1.llf thiei S(!Jil up,rOln wetting. This w~s evident i.n tJ,1,ei 
is©JU from thei g:rra[§s pfots as sh@W!n. by the, ]FHftl'C./Q,la.Uon data" Hrawevier, 
the :stabli!"J aggreg<llt~:s fr.011ll11l th® CIQltton pfoU existed in the soil previ@us 
to wetting as larger u@iU and it c:ould be ,u!lsummed that the macr©)r~porosit.y 
was favQlratble. U)l'll@ll'A wetting~ a caindder,able dtilliimtegratioin of the larg®r 
aggregates from the c@tt@n plots took plac~~ flQlllowed by a considerable 
t·eduction in the 'fillll,1ll,CX:©J 0 ,p@r@dty 1/J!f the s@U and a low percolation rate. 
The conventional metlrn@d IQlf detenimining aggreigate st:ability,701ffen 
little hc»pe for finding an eixJPlla.nation for these d~ta. It sl:Mlluld be 
stressed~ however, that the w®t=~ieving meth@d is a good laboratory meth= 
oid. It is beH!!!lved that exteinding; the wel=sitwing method to the dry= 
s:ievedl ,mggt'eg~tet!1l ©:f a slQlU will yield additfonal :importal!llt :inf(.l)tillrDBtioin. 
A S1..1ll!ililiillilc8l.tfon of the :rceSJ1JllU firoim each siz~ of the dry=deved aggre® 
gates i~ presented in Figure 12. These curves further reveal the observa= 
ti@ns di~cussed ab(Q)ve. The dry=sieved aggregates fr@m the grass plots 
sh@w that the percent @f iBJtiai.ble aggregates ab@ve 0.25 mnm.o in size tends 
to decrease with a de~rease in size of the dry aggregates. The same 
t:remid. was a:»bseNed with the )Percent of t.he dry=sieved aggregates which 
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bra, infe,r1r~d t!mlillt t.'his t~1m@~llli{;Y repireBenU fav©JrablLe structural stability, 
th<&t i:si a high st,mbility IQlf the larrge11 dry~s:ieved aggregates which de-
cre~ses sl@wly as the size of the dry aggregates decreases, It is of 
imp©!rtance to note that the organic matter~ total nitrogen, and exchange 
capacity level1 of the dty~$ieved aggreg~tes fr(lffl the grass plots, as 
shtYW iim Figi1rres 2~ 3 an<dl 4, tend tl\ll :ii,ncr(Mtse with decrease in size of 
the aggreg8ltes, Th~ pe:rr.ieent of SJtablle aiggregat@$ above 0, 25 mm. in size 
Gf the cley=s:fave.d agg;rege.te~ fr@m the cottQJi!'.ll pl@U was condderably lower 
th~ll.1! that of the dl:ry=sie;v1Mi aggiregates from the gn.8Js plots. The dry= 
de:ved aggiteg,U:es fr©g the CCQltt@n tre.lltm®nt g,:h01w that the percent of 
stable .aggregates iib@we 0.25 mmll, tended toi increase with decreallie in size 
of the dry aggregates and reached a maximum in the 0.42 mm, size dry ag= 
g:reg<1:'.tes, The percent aif d:ry=sieved aggregates which were not disinte-
grated upon wettiimg fi:i>llo~•@t& the s&me tr~nd as the percent of the stable 
aggregates above 0.25 lOOJID., but ~ta lQ)wer level, This observation il= 
lustrate the aggreg8!te disintegration which takes place upon wetting. 
The tr~nd of the parce~t stable aggregates abQlve 0,25 mm. was very simi= 
lar to the trends observed previously with organic matter, total nitro= 
gen, exchange capacity and ic:l&lly levels of the dry sieved aggregates 
(Figures 2, 3~ 4, and 5), These data illustrates the importance of these 
properties in the stability of the aggregates. 
SUMt'lARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
With the pre.sient trend toward a more intensive, highly mechanized 
L To study thie effect oif 40 years {))f cOJntinuous cultivation of a 
Kirkland silt lrQia.llilil as compared to the same soil type under 
continuous grass. 
2. Toi evaluate: the effect of organic matter c,ointent; nitrogen 
c0>ntent; and ex.c.hangeable re:aJ.c:iumi l!W:l!.gnesiuim.~ potassium and 
S1QJdillll1l on the sta.bility of the aggregates of a Kirkland silt 
loam. 
3. To investigate a n~w index for the stability of soil aggregates. 
A consid~rabh reduction in aggre,gate stability= 50%~ organic mat= 
ter = 66%, nitrogen= 50%, exchange capacity - 27% and percolation rate 
= 50% as a result of 40 years of continuous cotton cultivation was 
observedo Results from the subsoils under the treatments suggest that 
cultivation itself was a mmajoir factor in the disintegration of the soil 
structure, A com)Plarable reduction in the pr<i))perties mentioned above was 
@bserved in the dry sieved and stable aggregates from the continuous 
of the dry,~ sieved and stable aggregates fr(!)m the cotton plots showed a 
tendency to increase in magnitude with a decrease in size of the aggre= 
asnd stable aggregatie:s fr©>m thre grass plots sh@wed a similar tendency, 
but a ma,ximum wa~ rea~h~d in the smallest aggregates (0.25 mm.). The 
stability ©>f the dry= sieved aggregates and their percolation rates fol-
5.5 
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lowed similar tr.ends. It was concluded that organic matter, total ni~ 
trogen, cation exchange ca,acity and clay content were important in the 
stability of soil aggregates. The pattern of breakdown of the dry sieved 
aggregates from the cotton plots suggested the possibility of the exist-
ence of larger dry aggregates as conglomerations of smaller stable aggre-
gates loosely held together. It was concluded from this study that 40 
years of c~ntinuous c~tt~n cultivation caused a considerable reduction 
in the stability ~f the s~il aggregates, this reduction was especially 
high in the larger agg~egates (5.00=2.00 and 2.00=0.84 'i1llll:ll1. in size). 
An extensi~n of the conventional wet sieving method of the dty~ieved 
aggregates of a s@il was suggested as a ~re effective index of aggregate 
stability. 
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFILE OF 6 A=l l!RKLAND SILT LOAM1 
Site I: 
Samples of Virgin Kirkland silt loam were collected just east of 
the Stillwater Airport building in a large meadow south of the main 
airport road, No definite evidence of former cultivation was found. 
This area had a weak convex surface; gradient about 1% to south and 
east. The profile is des~ribed as follows: 
0= 10" Dark=gray:hlh=brown 00 YR 4/2; 2.5/2, m) heavy silt loam; 
weak prismatic.; moderate mediumm granular; porous arrud. per= 
meable; pH 5.8; many worm b,(l)les~ some of which continue tCl 
the surface; roots well distributed; rests withal inch 
silty clay foam trsm.sition on the layer below. 
Very dlark=grayish=brown (10 YR 3.5/2; 2/2 0 m) clay compound 
moderate coarse prismatic and moderate medium blocky; very 
fin~; very slowly permeable; pH 6.0; strong clay films on 
peds which are shiny when moist; occasional fine black con= 
cretions; fine roots penetrate largely in spaces between 
p,edls; gr:illdes through a 4 bwh transition to the layer below. 
EroWl!ll. (7.5 YR 5/2; 4/2, m) clay; moderate mediUl11l'! blocky and 
weak coarse prismatic; very firm and compact; very slowly 
permeable; pH 6.5; a few fine black concretions and ferru= 
tinous films; roots run largely in cracks between peds; 
very c~mpact and sides of peds are darker than interiors 
being dark=brown (7.5 YR 4/2); grades to the layer below. 
Many larger roots are greatly appressed. 
C42=52 11f Reddish=broWIITl (5 YR 5/4) clay finely and faintly mottled 
with yellowi$h=red (5 YR 5/6); a few light-gtay pockets or 
lenses in the lower part that seem to be of more sandy 
material; weak medium blocky; less cwmpact than layer above; 
pH 7. O; fine. roots fairly well distributed in cracks. 
* Color notations following color names are based on the standard 
Munsell system of color designation and refer to the dry soil unless 
stated otherwise. 
1 Profile description was provided by Harry Galloway, Soil Scientist, 
(Coop. u.S,D.A. and s.c.s.) 
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Profile Description (Continued) 
64=84"{, Red (2,5 YR 4/6; 3/6 9 when m0i1:U:) silty clay with occa~ 
sional light=gray steaks and splotches; weak medium blocky; 
fit'lm but not COllilJPact; pH 7,5 f; many fine pores; changes 
little to greatest depth sampled, 
No pebble line is found here nor is there definite evidence 
of lower layers being in old alluvium as under the Bethany 
silt loam samples some 600 feet southeast of here, It is 
likelyi th~ughj that this substratUlllnl is in old alluvium, 
hl.llt of mmatell'.'ial nearly like th!?: normal 11red beds" s t;rata 
found in this vicinity, 
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A DESCRIPTION OF TI:m PROFILE OF 6 A=l KIRKLAND SILT LOAM1 
Site II: 
A typical profile of the soil was studied in Plot 6100 from a point 
about 50 feet east of the center of this plot. This area occurs on a 
plane slope with a gradient of about 3/4%. It was in sorghum during 
1953. The profile is described as follows: 
Profile* 
0= 8" Grayish-brown (10 YR 4.5/2; 3.5/2, when moist) heavy'sut 
loam; weak medium granular; friable; permeable; pH 6.5; 
a few fine pores; rests abruptly on the layer below. 
Park=grayish=brown (9YR 4/2; 3/2, when moist) clay; moderate 
fine blocky; very firm; sticky and plastic when wet; very 
slowly permeable; pH 7.0; sides of peds are varrtished and 
have strong clay films; occasional fine black concretio~s; 
gradles through a 4 11 transition to the layer below. 
Dark=grayish-brown (10 YR 4/2; 3/2, when moist) clay; weak 
angular blocky; very firm and cGmpact; very slowly per-
meable; pH 7.5; occasional fine black pellets; a few strong-
brown specks ab9ut the tiny root holes; many fine·caC03 
concretions below 24 or 26 inches; peds have a weak shine 
when moist; grades through a 3 inch transition to the layer 
below. 
32-42" Brown (7,5 YR 5/4; 4/3, when moist) light clay; weak medium 
blocky; firm or very firm; very hard when dry; pH 7.5; 
occasional black pellets and CaC03 concretions; sides of 
peds have weak coatings of dark-brown (7.5 YR 4/2, when 
moist); grades to the layer below. 
42-52" Reddish=brown (5 YR 5/4; 4/4, when moist) heavy silty clay 
loam or light silty clay much like the layer above; pH 7.5 
I; occasional large CaC03 concretions and black ferruginous 
films; grades t:o the layer below. · · · 
C2 52-64" Reddish=brown (3. 5 YR 5/4; 4/4, 1'1hen moist) silty clay loam 
splotched with 10% of red (2.SYR 4/6) has occasional light-
gray streaks; weak irregular blocky; firm; slowly permeable; 
pH 7.5; occasional fine black pellets and fine concr~tions 
of CaC03; grades to the layer below. 
* Color notations following color names are based on the standard 
Munsell system of color designation and refer to the dry soil unless 
stated otherwise, 
1 Profile description was provided by Harry Galloway, Soil Scientist, 
(Coop. u.s.D.A. and s.c.s.) 
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TABLE XIII 
THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS ON THE STABLE AGGREGATE 
SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE WHOLE SOILS 
Percent of eac.h size {size in llllm. 2 
Treatmeimt Replicatiin>im 5.!)0=2. 00 2.00-0.84 0.84=0.42 0.42~0.25 Total 
Grass Rep. I 21.6 17. 9 11.4 3.9 54.8 
Rep. II U.5 18.9 14.5 5.6 56.5 
av. 19.55 18.40 12. 95 4.75 55.65 
CottOJn Rep;. I 3.0 7.8 10.2 7.6 28.6 
Rep. II 3.2 7.0 11. 2 7.0 28.4 
av. 3.10 7 .40 10. 70 7.30 28.5 
TABLE XIV 
THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS AND AGGREGATE SIZE ON THE ORGANIC 
MATTER CONTENT OF DRY AND STABLE AGGREGATES 
Percent organic matter of each aggregate size ~mm.) 
Tir@atmment R.eplkation 5.00= 2.00 2.00~ 0.84 0.84= 0.42 0.42= 0.25 
Diry Stable Dry Stable Dry Stable Dry Stable 
(Gra~s Reipi. I 2.90 2.91 3.15 3.03 3.26 3.39 3.60 3.90 
R@p. II 2. 70 2.10 2.19 2.79 3.20 3.30 3.58 3.80 
av. 2.80 2,80 2.97 2.91 3.23 3.34 3.59 3.85 
iG©itt©ilil!. Rep, I 1.34 1.62 1.36 1.43 1.45 1.64 1.32 1.60 
Rejp. II 1. 22 1.28 1.22 1.35 1.30 1.62 1.32 1.52 













Percent nitt'Q;))gen of each aggregate size (size i1m mm.) 
5.00=2.00 2.00=0.84 0.84=0.42 0.42=0.25 
Dry Stable Dry Stable Dry Ssable Dry. Stable 
0.126 0.136 0.140 0.138 
0.136 0.136 0.132 0.137 
0.131 0.136 0.136 0.138 
0.065 0.076 0.064 0.081 
0.069 0.073 0.068 0.074 
























THE EFFECT OF TREATMENT AND AGGREGATE SIZE ON THE EXCHANGE CAPACITY OF DRY AND STABLE 
AGGREGATES 
Milli eguivalents in each size {size in mm.l 
Replication 5.00=2.00 2.00=0.84 0.84=0.42 0.42=0.25 
D9: Stable Dey Stable Dcy Stabb Dry Stable 
Rep. I 16.30 16.70 16.68 16.41 16.86 11.16 17 .35 17 .69 
Rep. II 16.66 16.37 15.66 16.16 16.69 17.34 16.93 UL02 
av. 16.48 16.53 16.17 16. 29 16.78 17. 25 17.14 17.85 
Rep. I 12.68 15.15 13.65 15.81 14.07 16.33 13.68 15.50 
Rep. II 13.16 15.74 13.90 16.09 14.14 16.82 13.75 15.50 




THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS AND AGGREGATE SIZE ON 'I'HE CLAY CONTENT OF' DRY AND STABLE AGGREGATES 
Percent claz o!....each size _(size in mm~ 
Treatment Replicatfons 5.00=2.00 2.00=0.84 o. 84-=0. 42 0.42=0.25 
DrL_· S t_ab le 
~ 
Dry Stable D:ry Stable Dry Stable 
Grass Rep. I 23.34 23.08 22.28 24.40 22.60 24.26 22.60 24.28 
Rep. II 25.10 21.86 23. 26 24.28 23.34 23.60 22.94 24.02 
av. 24.22 22.47 22.77 24.34 22.97 23.93 22.77 24.15 
Cotton Rep. I 20.62 21.36 20.76 22.32 22.30 25.36 21.08 25.20 
Rep. II 20.62 22.90 22.40 22.64 22.50 25.70 22.76 25.98 

















Percent_ i,ilt ;r ea©h dze (dze in mm,) 
5.00-2.00 2.00=0.84 0.84-0.42 0.42-0.25 
D:ry Stable Dry Stable Dr1:,____~table Dry Stable 
47.77 47.66 49.90 47.08 48,87 47.03 49.82 48.62 
46.02 49.46 48.78 46.05 49.00 48.92 49.70 48.88 
46.90 48.56 49.34 46.56 48.94 47o97 49.76 48.75 
48.96 50.30 49.31 46.77 51.34 51.57 49.94 48.78 
50.15 47.57 50.97 49,02 52.92 52.53 51.19 51.17 
49.85 48094 50.14 48.90 52,13 52.05 50.56 49.98 
TABLE XIX 
THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS AND AGGREGATE SIZE ON THE SAND CONTENT OF DRY AND STABLE AGGREGATES 
Percent sand of each size ~ize in~ 
Treatment Replication 5.00-2.00 2.00=0.84 0.84-0.42 0.42=0.25 
Dry Stable Dry~ Stable J2EY_ Stable Dry Stable 
Grass Rep. I 29.20 29.26 27.82 28.51 28.53 28.71 27.58 27.10 
Cotton 
Rep. II 28.88 28.68 28.96 29.68 27.~6 27.48 27.35 27.10 




30.41 28.34 29.93 30.41 26.36 23.07 28.98 26.02 
28.63 29.53 26.63 28.34 ----1_~ 21.76 26.05 22.35 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE EFFECT OF CRUSHING ON THE SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COTTON DRY=SIEVED AGGREGATES 







Crushing I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
5.8 12.8 10.0 7.8 
7.4 11.8 13.0 8.8 
7.8 15.2 14.4 10.0 
9.2 12.6 11.6 9.0 
30.2 52.4 49.0 35.6 







Crushing I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
18.0 21.6 20.0 18.8 
18.4 20.0 21.2 21-0 
19.2 22.2 22.2 21.4 
20.6 21.2 21.8 21.2 
76.2 85~0 85.2 82.4 
* Significant on the 5% level. 









Analysis of Variance 
D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
15 109.72 
3 84.30 28.10 
12 25.42 2.12 13.25** 
Analysis of Variance 
D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
15 26.92 
3 13.22 4.41 
12 13.70 1.14 3.87* 
..,, 
0 
TABLE XX (Continued) 







Crushing I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
17.6 17.0 17.2 17.4 
17.4 17.8 16.4 16.8 
17.0 16.2 15.8 18.0 
17.4 17.4 16.8 17.6 
69.4 68.4 66.2 69.8 







Crushing I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
11.0 10.0 10.4 11.2 
10.8 10.4 9.4 10.6 
lQ.2 9.2 8.8 10.6 
9.8 10.0 9.4 10.4 
41.8 39.6 38.0 42.8 
* Significant on the 5% level. 





Analysis of Variance 
D.F. S.S. M.S. 
15 5.36 
2 1.95 0.65 
13 3.41 0.28 
_ Analysis of Variance 
F 
l 2.32 NS 
Source D. F. S. S • M. S • F 
Total 15 6.86 
Crushing 3 3.51 1.17 
Error 12 3;35 0.279 4.19* 
..., ,... 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE EFFECT OF CRUSHING ON THE SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COTTON WET=SIEVED AGGREGATES 







Crushing I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
1.8 1.8 1.6 5.6 
1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 
0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 
1.0 1.6 0.8 1.6 
4.6 5.2 4.0 9.2 







Crushing I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
8.0 8.0 10.8 8.4 
5.4 7.4 4.0 6.0 
6.8 4.6 3.2 6.4 
7.6 11.6 4.2 5.6 
27.8 31.6 22.2 26.4 
1 NS=Not significant on the 5% level. 
Analysis of Variance 
Source D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
r~tal 15 21.22 
Crushing 3 4.15 1.38 
Errer 12 17.07 1.42 0.97 NS1 










5.90 0.64 NS1 
'-I 
N 
TABLE XXI (Continued) 







Crushin_s_I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
10.6 12.0 10.6 i0.8 
11.2 12.0 12.0 12.4 
14.6 15.2 9.2 12.0 
18.8 13.4 12.4 7.6 
55.2 52.6 44.2 47,8 





. Rep. IV. 
Total 
~~~~~~~~~~P;;;..;;.e~tcent 
Crushing I Crushing II Crushing III Crushing IV 
6.2 7.4 4.4 4.8 
7.6 7.8 9.6 12.8 
11.4 7.2 12.4 8.0 
8.2 7.2 9.2 8.0 
33.4 29.6 35.6 33.6 





Analysis of Variance 
D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
15 98.23 
3 28.13 9.38 
12 70.10 5.84 l.61 NS1 









S.S. M.S. F 
85.18 
4.71 1.57 l 







THE EFFECT OF TREATMENTS ON THE STABLE AGGREGATE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DRY=SIEVED AGGREGATES 
Size of - Replication Percent of Sample 
Dry=Sieved 5.00=2. 00 2.00=0. 84 O. 84=0.42 0:: 42=0. 25 Total 
Aggregate 
5.00=2.00 Rep. I 84.5 6.7 2.5 2.0 95,7 
Rep. II 75.5 8.7 4.2 1.8 90.2 
av. 80.0 7.7 3.4 1.9 92.9 
2.00=0.84 Rep • I 7 9 . 0 f:"o 'i:o 88.() 
Rep. II 67.0 9.2 2.3 78.5 
av. 73.0 8.1 2.2 83.2 
0.84=0.42 R~p. I 79.5 2-:S 82.3 
Rep. II 63.7 6.0 69.7 
av. 71,6 4.4 76.0 
0.42=0.25 Rep. I 70.0 10.0 
Rep. II 70.0 70.0 
av. 70.0 70.0 
~
5.00=2.00 Rep. I 4.5 5.0 8.7 9.0 27.2 
Rep. II 1.5 2.3 8.0 7.5 19.3 
av. 3.0 3.7 8.3 8.3 23.2 
2.00=0.84 Rep. I - 9.3 lLl 8.0 29.0 
Rep. II 7.5 12.2 9.5 29.2 
av. 8.4 11.9 8.8 29.l 
0.84=0.42 Rep. I ~ 21.3 13.2 34.5 
Rep. II 21.3 13.2 34.5 
av. 21.3 13.2 34.5 
0.42=0.25 Rep. I - 25:f 20.7 
Rep. II 20.7 20.7 
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